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1. IF~~RODU~TI~N 
Consider the problem of minimizing the functional 
.7(4 = C’E( x’, x’) + (x, Ax)] dt 
a’ 0 
where x is an N-dimensional vector with X’ gL2(0, T), x(O) = c, and A 
an N x N positive definite matrix. It is easy to establish that the minimum 
exists, and that the minimizing function is unique and determined as the 
solution of the Euler equation 
x” - Ax -= 0, (2) 
subject to the additional boundary condition x’(T) = 0 [I]. Since the charac- 
teiistic roots associated with (2) are * Ai”, + A:‘“, ..., & hz2, where the hi 
are the characteristic roots of A, the numerical determination of the missing 
initial condition in (2), and thence the determination of x(t) for 0 < t < T, 
is no routine matter. This is particularly the case if T is large. When standard 
computer algorithms are employed, the solution “blows up”; cf. the dis- 
cussion in [2] in connection with the numerical solution of mismatched equa- 
tions, and the discussion in [3] in connection with the determination of inter- 
nal fluxes in radiative transfer processes. 
The numerical procedures automatically introduce small errors which are 
then greatly magnified by the action of the positive characteristic roots. 
Another way of putting this is that (2) is unstable with respect to the influence 
of small forcing terms. 
If the technique of dynamic programming is applied to the foregoing 
variational problem, we obtain the nonlinear partial differential equation 
fT = m> Ku, ~1 + Cc, AC) + (gradf, v>l (3) 
for the function f(c, T) = min, J(X). In view of the linearity of the Euler 
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equation and the quadratic nature of the function J(X), we see that 
f(c, T) = (c, R(T) c). Substituting this in (3), we obtain an ordinary dif- 
ferential equation 
R’ = A - R”, R(0) = 0. (4 
The optimal policy is readily determined, 
grad f v=--z 
2 
- R(T) c. (5) 
Our computational experience has shown that very accurate determina- 
tions of R( T) can be obtained in this way; cf. the analogous results in radiative 
transfer [4], [5]. It is interesting then to examine the stability of (4) and see if 
we can explain this property, which is rather surprising in view of the diffi- 
culties with (2). 
We propose then to study the behavior of the solution of the matrix 
equation 
S’ = A - S2 + P, S(0) = 0. (6) 
where 11 P I/ is small. The norm used here will be defined below. 
2. THE UNPERTURBED EQUATION 
It is easy to see directly from the original variational problem that R(T), 
the solution of (4), is monotone increasing in T, in the sense that 
R(T) - R( T,) is positive definite if T > T, > 0, and that R(T) is uniformly 
bounded, in the sense that there is a positive definite matrix B such that 
B - R(T) is positive definite for T >, 0. Hence, a simple generalization of 
the usual scalar theorem on bounded convergence, R(T) converges to a con- 
stant matrix R as T --+ 03. From (4), it follows that R,2 = A and thus that 
R, is the positive square root of A. 
What is the rapidity of convergence? Write R = R, - I/. Then 
- V’ = A - (R, - V)z = R,V + VR, - Vz. 
Hence, for large T, V behaves like a solution of 
(7) 
V’ = - R,V - VR, , (8) 
or Ve @or Ce-RoT for some constant matrix C. This can be justified 
using the standard techniques of Poincare-Lyapunov theory as described 
below. Thus, if we use /I V I/ = tr (Vz)1/2, we see that I/ I’ /I = 0 (e-‘“‘) 
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where b = Ati2 is the smallest positive root of R, . Let us henceforth write 
a = Uti2, so that we can write /) I’ 11 = 0 (e?‘). Replace T by t for conve- 
nience in what follows to avoid confusion between matrices and scalars. 
3. THE PERTURBED EQUATION 
Returning to the equation of (6), let us write S = R + W. Then 
R’ + W’ = A - (R’ + R W + WR + W2) + P, W(0) = 0, 
or, simplifying, 
(9) 
WI==-RW-WR-WW”+P, W(0) = 0. (10) 
To study this equation, we can proceed in two ways. First, we can use the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA. The solution of 
X’ = A(t) X + XB(t) + G(t), 
can be written in the form 
X(0) = c (11) 
x = y(t)-’ CZ(t)-l + (’ Y(t)-l Y(tJ G(t,) Z(t,) Z(t)-1 dt, , (12) 
JO 
where Y and Z are determined by the equations 
Y’(t) = - YA(t), Y(0) = I, 
Z’(t) = - El(t) z, Z(0) = I. (13) 
The method of derivation is similar to that given in [6]. Observe that 
g (Y(t) X(t) Z(t)) = Y’XZ + YX’ + YXZ’ 
= Y[- A(T) X + X’ - XB(t)] Z. (14) 
Hence, if we write (11) in the form 
$ (Y(t) X(t) Z(t)) = Y(t) G(t) Z(t), 
we readily obtain (12) upon integration. 
This approach leads to some difficulties in estimating 11 Y(t)-’ Y(t,) /I and 
11 Z(tl) Z(t)-l 11. It seems easier to proceed as follows. Write (10) in the form 
W’ = - ROW - WR, + V(t) W + WV(t) - W2 + P, W(0) = 0. (16) 
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Since R, is a constant matrix, we can write Was the solution of the integral 
equation (using a special of the foregoing lemma), 
WC t I e-Ro(t-t,) [V(tI) W + WV(&) - W2(tl) + P(t,)] e--R(t-fl) dt, . (17) 0 
From here on, the proof of the existence of a solution which may be continued 
for all t > 0, and the fact that max+, /I W 1) is O(max,>, I/ P II), exactly 
analogous to that for the usual vector equation; cf. [6]. 
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